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thus takes over the rights as it actually exists had there b€en no assignment.

This common understanding is based upon a logical principle that the counter

party to a contract, in the present case it is other'Financial Creditors', cannot be

put to a disadvantage by virtue of an assignment. The reason is that an

assignment is merely a transfer of rights that the assignor had, nothing more or

nothing less. The Capacity or the Title under which an assignor pursues as a

Creditor that rights only gets transferred in favour of the assignee. The

assignee can neither improve his title nor can be put in a disadvantageous

position due to the assignment of a Oebt.

13. The summum bonum of the above discussion is that by an assignment the

assignee does not get the right to change its status. If the assignor is a'related

party' then the assignee shall also be treated in the same status as 'related

party' vis-a-vis to the impugned debt. Yet another example is that if the

assignor is an 'operational creditor'then as a result of assignment the assignees

shall be treated as'operational creditor'and its status must not for a moment

be considered as 'financial creditor'

14. In the light of the above reasoning I hereby hold that the Insolvency

Professional went wrong in changing the status of the assignees as non-related

party on transfer of debt from a related party creditor. The debt belonged to a

'related party financial creditor'hence on transfer its status shall remain

unchanged. The assignee shall also be considered as 'related-party flnancial

creditor' while convening the meeting of creditors to commence resolution

process. Learned Insolvencl Professional shall take note of the flndings of this

order and act accordingly.

( M.K.SHRAWAT )
Member (.ludicial)
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